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Abstract—As technology scales, modern massive parallel processing (MPP) systems are facing large system overhead caused
by high failure rates. To provide the system-level fault tolerance,
the traditional in-disk checkpointing/restart schemes are usually
adopted by periodically dumping system states and memory
contents to hard disk drives (HDDs). When errors occur, the
system can be restored by reading checkpoints from HDDs. The
low bandwidth and slow speed of HDDs are now becoming
the major bottleneck for the MPP system performance. Consequently, novel checkpointing schemes are need to facilitate
the move from Petascale computing to Exascale computing. We
have proposed a 3D memory stacking method [1] that leverage
the massive number of TSVs between memory layers to help
high-bandwidth checkpointing/restore. To validate the proposed
scheme, we design a 2-layer TSV-based SRAM/SRAM 3D-stacked
chip to mimic the high-bandwidth and fast data transfer from
one memory layer to another memory layer, so that the inmemory checkpointing/restartrestore scheme can be enabled for
the future exascale computing. The capacity of each SRAM layer
is 1Mbit. Each layer contains 64 banks, with each bank contains
256 words and the word length is 64-bit. The ﬁnal footprint
including I/O pad is 2.9mm × 2mm. The SRAM dies were taped
out in GlobalFoundries using its 130nm low power process, and
the 3D stacking was done by using Tezzaron’s TSV technology.
The prototyping chip can perform checkpointing/restart at the
speed of 4K/cycle with 1Ghz clock.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The next generation of massively parallel processing (MPP)
systems is expected to have hundreds of thousands of processors. Such a large-scale system will inevitably face the
reliability challenge. According to the study from Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL) [2], the mean time to failure (MTTF) of the most reliable systems is less than ﬁve years
per node due to the error sources including hardware, software,
network, and interrupts caused by applications or operating
systems. Some others report even worse MTTF of one year
per node [3]. Considering there are thousands of nodes, the
MTTF can decrease dramatically. Furthermore, the technology
scaling down will result in another 8% increase in the soft error
rate per logic state bit each technology generation [4].
The most commonly used [5] approach to fault tolerance
in modern MPP systems is to using the checkpointing/restart
scheme by periodically dumping system states from main
memory to reliable non-volatile storage. When a memory error
occurs, system loads the data from the checkpoint and restore
the system state. The in-practice checkpointing/restart mechanism is to store the system states in to HDD arrays. However,

this in-disk method incurs high performance penalties and
can hardly meet the reliability demand of future systems. The
reasons are twofold: ﬁrstly, the HDD itself has low bandwidth;
secondly, all the MPP nodes are connected to the HDD array
through system I/O, therefore the limited I/O bandwidth will
be highly occupied. By 2010, the fastest sustained transfer
rate of HDDs is still less than 1Gb/s [6]. The big gap of the
speed between HDD, network I/O and memory make it the
bottleneck of MPP systems. According to the failure events
collected by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) during
1996-2005 [7], this check-pointing and restore itself will take
more than 25% [1].
II. 3D M EMORY S TACKING FOR FAST
C HECKPOINTING /R ESTART
The traditional checkpointing/restart methodology based on
HDD is not scalable. There are two primary obstacles that
prevent performance scaling. Firstly, the in-practice checkpoint
storage device is HDD, which implies that the most serious
bottleneck of in-disk checkpointing is the sustained transfer
rate of HDDs (<150MB/s). As the HDD data transfer bandwidth is not easily scaled up due to its mechanical nature, it
is necessary to change the future checkpoint storage from indisk to in-memory. Secondly, another bottleneck of the current
checkpointing system comes form the centralized checkpoint
storage. Typically, several nodes in system are assigned to be
the I/O nodes that are in charge of the HDD accesses. Thus,
the checkpoints of each node (including computer nodes and
I/O nodes) have to go through the I/O nodes via network
connections before reaching their ﬁnal destinations, which
consumes a large part of the system I/O bandwidth and
causes burst congestion. As the system scale keeps grows, the
physical distance between the checkpoint sources and targets is
increasing. Thereby, it only causes unacceptable performance,
but also wastes lots of power consumption on data transfers.
As a result, a local/global in-memory checkpointing/restart
scheme is necessary for the success of future exascale systems.
In such a scheme, each DRAM chip has three non-volatile
copies: one copy for the latest local checkpoint, one copy
for the global checkpoint that stores the neighbor’s local
checkpoint, and one copy for the global checkpoint that stores
own local checkpoint with the same time stamp as the global
checkpoint.

A. Why 3D Technology Can Help
In the traditional checkpointing/restart mechanism, data
are copied from on-chip cache to off-chip main memory or
from main memory to HDDs. The current off-chip memory
access speed is limited by the number of available pins. It is
hard to achieve the bandwidth requirement for the proposed
checkpointing method with commercial memory modules. In
addition, having separate volatile and non-volatile memory
modules in the traditional DIMM form factor not only adds
extra memory bus trafﬁc during the checkpoint operations but
also pollutes on-chip caches. 3D stacking of multiple dies
is an emerging technique that can provide very high interdie bandwidth with low latency. Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs)
connect circuits on two or more layers, so that there is no
off-chip data path. The size of TSV is a few microns in
diameter, and the pitch is less tens of microns. The density
of TSVs can achieve 10,000 per mm2 . If TSVs are used to
connect the backup storage and the main memory, the I/O pin
number limitation can be removed and the memory module
itself completes the checkpointing/restart requests.
a) Communication Speed: 3D integration also has the
advantage of short wire delay. Wire capacitance of long routing
wires causes serious delay with small CMOS devices, and also
consumes about one third of the total power. TSV [8] enables
a short vertical interconnect to replace the long wires found
in 2D integration. Thus the design can achieve high clock
frequency. Although long delay interconnects can be pipelined
to increase throughput, the additional buffers require more area
and also increase the risk of timing failure.
b) Heterogeneous Integration: Another advantage of 3D
multi-die integration is its capability to stack dies fabricated
with different processes. Volatile memory such as SRAM and
DRAM can be fabricated with the standard CMOS process or
DRAM process, but non-volatile memory requires specialized
process, e.g., Phase-change RAM (PCRAM) needs to use
GeSbTe or other materials which is not commonly used in
the CMOS process. Fabricating both devices on a single chip
requires additional levels of lithography masks, which increase
cost and might cause yield loss. In 3D stacking, dies made
by different processes can be fabricated separately and later
stacked together.
B. Proposed Solution
The solution for this problem is to use fast backup storage
component with higher bandwidth. The alternative choice
should be non-volatile to keep the backup data safe and sustain
a sufﬁciently long lifetime to guarantee the system reliability.
Meanwhile, the read and write speeds should be much faster
than those of HDDs. Non-volatile memory like Phase-change
RAM (PCRAM) and Magmatic RAM (MRAM) can be good
candidate. In addition, combining 3D IC technology with
non-volatile memory can improve the efﬁciency of system
checkpointing signiﬁcantly. More details about the evaluation
of such scheme with simulation results can be found in our
prior work [1].

This paper investigates how to design a 3D-stacked memory
with ultra-high bandwidth between memory layers that enables
a fast and high-bandwidth data movement from one layer to
another layer. The intention of such design is a prototype
for future heterogeneous memory stacking, where a nonvolatile memory layer is stacked on top of a volatile memory
layer. As a preliminary investigation for concept validation, in
this work, we use the 3D-stacked SRAM design with highbandwidth layer-to-layer interconnects to mimic such design
for checkpointing/restart applications.
III. P ROTOTYPING 3D M EMORY S TACKING C HIP
Working together with HP’s Exascale Computing Labs,
we have performed the system-level evaluation of using 3D
memory stacking for checkpoint/restart [1] by simulation.
The experimental results show that the overhead for checkpoint/restart scheme is only about less than 5% for future
Exascale MPP computing systems, with a 3D DRAM/PCRAM
memory stacking. However, the result is based on simulation
and there was no prototyping of 3D DRAM/PCRAM chip yet.
With the support of a 3D MPW (Multi-Project Wafer) Run
provided by DARPA and Tezzeron, we designed a prototyping
memory stacking chip for checkpoint/restart applications in
future Exascale MPP computing systems. In the following
sections, we present and discuss the design of such prototyping
chip.
A. The 3D Technology Parameter
The 3D MPW run we used for our chip prototyping is
provided by Tezzaron [9]. Two logic layers are fabricated by
GlobalFoundries with 130nm technology, and the 3D bonding
is done by Tezzaron. The TSV parameter used in the design
are listed in Table I.
TABLE I
3D TSV T ECHNOLOGY PARAMETERS
Feature size
TSV size
Pitch
Depth
metal6 pattern distance

GlobalFoundries 130nm
1.2um × 1.2um
4.0um
6um
5um

B. 3D SRAM/SRAM stacking chip
Ideally, the 3D memory stacking prototyping chip should
be 3D DRAM/PCRAM memory stacking, as described in our
evaluation with simulation result [1]. However, due to the technology limitation in this 3D MPW run (there is no non-volatile
memory technology, with 2-layer logic stacking), we designed
a 3D SRAM/SRAM stacking, to mimic the high bandwidth
data transfer from one memory layer to the other memory
layer. Note that prior research on 3D memory stacking are
mainly focused on improving memory density/capacity with
3D technology, while the purpose of our 3D memory prototyping chip is to study the interface design and evaluate the
beneﬁts of high memory bandwidth provided by 3D throughsilicon-via for future checkpointing/resore applications.
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There are three sets of data signals in our design: the
input 64-bit input data of bottom layer memory, the 64-bit
output data of bottom layer memory, and the 64×64-bit data
communication signal from top to bottom and another 64×64bit from bottom to top. The refreshment of all the data signals,
other than the 64-bit input data, are one cycle later than their
inputs. This is the reason for one cycle delay of the control
signal. As we know the memory is not as quick as other
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Fig. 1. Waveform of the Control Signals.The internal control signal of only
one bank is included in the ﬁgure.
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The design speciﬁcation of our 3D SRAM/SRAM memory
stacking is illustrated in Table II. The bottom layer functions
as a normal SRAM memory, which takes one clock cycle for
both write-in and read-out. When doing checkpointing and
restore, the top layer can communicate with the bottom layer
under the control of backup and restore signals.
In order to make full use of the beneﬁt of 3D TSV interconnection, we divide our SRAM design into smaller banks than a
traditional 2D design. Our normal SRAM data bus width is 64bit, with 14-bit address. During read/write operations, we only
select one bank at a time. During restore/backup operations,
we turn on (or select) all the banks to achieve the highest
communication bandwidth. Figure 1 shows the control signal
waveform of the input and internal control signal of two related
bank cell (the normal function bank and the backup one) . The
input control signals include the wen in which stands for low
active write enable signal of normal memory layer, and the
other two low active control input signal backup and restore.
During normal function time, the backup and restore signals
are all set to be high, the addbank[5:0] signal will make
one and only one of 64 bank decoder output active, then the
internal low active bank enable cen signal of the selected bank
will be turned on.
When doing backup, the backup signal will be low and the
restore signal must be high. We will turn on all the cen signals
of 64 bottom layer banks as soon as the backup signal comes.
Meanwhile all the wen signals of bottom layer should be high
to process read operations. After one cycle, when the data is
read out from the bottom layer, which is ready for write in
for the top layer, we will then turn on the cen up and wen on
signal of the top layer.
When doing restore operation, the restore signal is set to
be low. All 64 cen up internal signals for up layer are turned
on and all wen up signals are turned off. For the same reason
as doing backup, the cen and wen internal signals for bottom
banks will be activated with one cycle delay.
The basic combinational logic of the wen and cen signal of
every bank follows the equation below (a stands for addbank),
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Fig. 2. Waveform of the input/output data. Only one bit width data is shown
in the ﬁgure.

component. If the memory takes several system cycles to ﬁnish
one access, we just need to add ﬂip-ﬂop in the control ﬂow
and pipeline the operations.
In Figure 2, data in stands for the input data; to up is
the data read out from bottom layer (main memory), which
connected to the read in port of top layer(backup layer);
to down is the data transferred from the top memory layer to
the bottom layer; data out is the read out data of the memory,
which is the result of the multiplexors (MUXs) of of 64 banks.
From data to down, we can see the data in the backup layer is
updated two cycles after the backup control signal is on. And
also after 2 cycles of active restore signal, the signal to up is
updated.
D. Layout Design
Figure 3 illustrates the structure of 3D memory stacking.
Face-to-face bonding is used in this process. When doing
packaging, the connection to off chip will only go from one
layer through TSVs. The input signals and output signals of
the chip all go through I/O interface from the bottom layer.

TABLE II
3D SRAM STACKING SIGNAL NAME AND FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS
Name
addbank[5:0]
add[7:0]
Data in[63:0]
To UP[63:0][63:0]
Data out[63:0][63:0]
out[63:0]
clock
GND
VDD
backup
restore
wen in

Direction
input
input
input
internal
internal
output
input
power
power
input
input
input

Descriptions
bank select address signal
address internal every bank
input data to bottom layer
Read out data from bottom layer
Read out data from top layer
Read out data from top layer
clock signal
ground signal
power signal
enable data backup into top layer
enable data restore to bottom layer
enable write data into bottom layer

becomes a bottleneck of our design, as it limits the number
of inter-layer interconnects between two memory layers. The
central distance of two Metal 6 pattern is 5μm.
The wordline and bitline in the SRAM array are recommended to be split by using 3D technology [10]. Since both
layers are fabricated with CMOS technology, we also can do
such splitting so that the storage memory is divided into a
bottom layer and a top layer, and have the other two halves
as the backup storage. Such design would have no limitation
on the number of interconnects for checkpointing bandwidth,
and also have the beneﬁts of high bandwidth without latency
penalty by pipelining the checkpointing/restart data path.
Fig. 3.

Conceptual view of 3D memory stacking.

In this design, we do not use NUMA scenarios, thus effort
should be taken to make all the input signals, especially control
signal to reach each bank at the same time. H-tree structure is
used here not only for clock but also for all the control signals
and input data. In order to save area and guarantee low skew,
all the signals H-tree layout are buffered in the bottom layer,
and directly transfer to the top layer from 64 separate locations
through very short metal connections. For output data, they
come from the bottom layer and the 64 sets of 64-bit data
are very far away from each other. Buffers and several stages
of MUXs are used here. Those 64×64 signals will naturally
directly connect to the top layer for check pointing and restore,
therefore we can put all those output buffers and MUXs logics
on the top layer with no performance penalty, so that the whole
H-tree layout on the bottom layer will not be affected.
We used face-to-face bonding for our 2-layer SRAM/SRAM
memory stacking chip. and therefore there is no functional
TSV needed in the memory bank area (except dummy TSVs
to satisfy the TSV density requirement). The top metal of both
chip layers is Metal 5, and there is a ﬁxed pattern Metal 6 layer
between these two chips and connected to Metal 5 through
Via56. This is the method that the foundry used to ensure
yield and reduce bonding cost. Such ﬁxed-pattern metal layer

E. Performance Evaluation
The 2-layer SRAM/SRAM stacking prototyping chip is
fabricated via GlobalFoundries with 130nm low power technology, and the 3D bonding is done by Tezzaron [9]. As
illustrated in Table III, by using this 3D memory stacking
method, the whole checkpointing time is 256 cycles. We can
drive the design with a clock rate of 1Ghz, so that the time
for checkpointing is 256ns and has a 4k/cycle bandwidth for
a 1Mbit memory. Currently the bandwidth improvement is
constrained by the chip area. With more memory cells placed
on the chip, a better memory bandwidth for checkpointing can
be achieved.
Power is an important design constraint for such 3D memory stacking design. Usually power density, I/R drop is never
a big issue for conventional memory design. However, for
our 3D memory stacking as checkpointing device, power
consumption could be a design concern, because to achieve
high bandwidth data transfer from one memory layer to the
other memory layer, all memory banks are turned on and data
are transferred simultaneously. The better the bandwidth is, the
higher the peak power. Consequently, the power grid should
be carefully designed to allow large enough current to drive
all the data transferring from one layer to another layer via
TSVs.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Providing fault-tolerance for future massive parallel processing (MPP) system is the key challenge for the move

Fig. 4.

The full layout of the bottom layer excluding the pad area.

from Petascale computing to Exascale computing. Traditional
checkpointing/restart scheme based on hard disk drives (HDD)
is not scalable due to the network and disk bandwidth limitation. High memory bandwidth beneﬁts provided by TSV-based
3D integration offer a novel way to build new checkpointing
devices with 3D memory stacking. Based on our prior evaluation on 3D memory stacking for checkpointing/restore for
future Exascale computing systems [1], we built a 3D memory
stacking prototyping chip to demonstrate the beneﬁts of 3D
TSV for fast data transfer from one memory layer to another
memory layer. The 2.9mm X 2.0mm chip has been fabricated
through GlobalFoundries’ 130nm technology and Tezzaron’s
3D technology.
Due to the technology limitation, the prototyping chip is a
3D SRAM/SRAM memory stacking, just to mimic the high
bandwidth data transfer from one memory layer to the other
memory. Ideally, such checkpointing device should be 3D
DRAM+non-volatile memory stacking. Our future work is to
plan a 3D prototyping chip with such conﬁguration, and study
the implication of such design. For example, emerging nonvolatile memories, such as phase-change memory (PCRAM)
and magnetic memory (MRAM), have much longer write

time than read time. When changing the top into non-volatile
memory, the timing of checkpointing and restore are very
different, that leads to a pipeline design problem. A more
realistic way to design the memory interface between layers
is to use asynchronous handshaking protocol.
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